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A new postulate is introduced for the divergence of the vector part of the strangeness-violat
ing baryon current. The Gell-Mann and Levy1 postulate is taken for the divergence of the 
axial vector part, but with the 1r-meson operator replaced by the K-meson operator. As a 
result it is found to be possible to relate the probability for the leptonic decay of the A par
ticle to the probability for the Kll2 and Kea processes. The theory leads to the conclusion 
that the vector variant plays a most important role in the leptonic decay of the A particle. 

INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY Gell-Mann and Levy1 introduced a 
certain postulate for the divergence of the axial 
vector part of the strong current and succeeded 
in finding a relation between the decay probability 
of the charged 1r meson and the {3 interaction 
coupling constant. The lifetime of the charged 
pion obtained by them coincides with that obtained 
by Goldberger and Treiman, 2 who made use of 
dispersion relation techniques with only certain 
intermediate states taken into account, and is in 
good agreement with experiment. 

The Gell-Mann and Levy hypothesis refers es
sentially to the baryon current only, not including 
strange particle, responsible for {3 decay, !.! cap
ture and the decay of the charged pion. When 
these results are generalized to the case of strong 
interactions including strange particles, it is there
fore necessary to satisfy both the condition of par
ity conservation and strangeness conservation. 

To generalize the ideas of Gell-Mann and Levy1 

to the case of the baryon current including strange 
particles ( Kll2, Ke2• Kll3 and Kea decays and {3 
decay of the A particle) one can introduce an ad
ditional postulate referring to the divergence of 
the vector part of the baryon current, which now 
no longer vanishes. The simplest form of the pos
tulates follows from strangeness and parity conser
vation considerations, and we assume that the K 
meson is pseudoscalar. Thus we assume that 

The first equation, giving the divergence of the 
axial vector current, is the same as assumed by 
Gell-Mann and Levy1 but with the 1r-meson field 

(1) 

(2) 

operator replaced by the K-meson operator.3 The 
divergence of the vector current is assumed to be 
equal to the product of the 1r- and K-field oper
ators. 

In Sec. 1 we discuss the consequences of such 
a hypothesis. It turns out that the ~2 and Ke2 
decay probabilities can be expressed in terms of 
the constant a, and the K/.! 3 and Ke3 decay prob
abilities in terms of the constant b. In Sec. 2 the 
probability for the leptonic decay A - p + e + v is 
obtained and found to depend on the constants a 
and b. 

The new postulate, Eq. (2), here introduced 
means in fact that the vector part of the leptonic 
A decay is mainly connected with the intermedi
ate state K meson + 7f meson. 

1. PROBABILITY OF THE ~2 AND Ke3 DECAYS 

The matrix element for the K/.!2 decay is given 
by 

(ftV I K> = T'ho (0 I Pt.. I K> Up.'(), (1 + rs) u/l (pK - PP.- p,). 
(3) 

On the basis of Eq. (1) we find, as in reference 1, 
that 

(0 I P,. (x) I K> ~-a l 1Z3K (pKjm'j.) (0 I <pK,(x) I K>; (4) 

the matrix element of the renormalized 'PKr(x) 
between a meson state and vacuum is the same as 
that of the free field between the states of a free 
particle and the free vacuum. 

It is now easy to express the K/.!2 probability in 
terms of a ..J ZaKimk An elementary comparison 
with experimental data (see, for example, Okun's 
review,4 p. 469) yields 

a vz3K/mk = 0.0375 m, (5) 
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where m is the nucleon mass and mK is the K
meson mass. 

Let us consider now the Kea process. Because 
of the pseudoscalarity of the K meson only the 
vector current contributes to the matrix element 
of this process 

(evn I K) = GT';, (n IVa I K) UeYa (1 +r5) 

X uvf> (pK- Pe- Pv - p,.). (6) 

Because Va ..... 'Prr'PK [according to Eq. (2)] it fol
lows from invariance considerations that 

(n IVa I K) = b (Pn + DK)a + C2 (p"- pK)al (n [tp,<j!K I K), 
(7) 

but, in addition, 

(8) 

i.e., (prr-PK)aVa =bcprr'PK• where b is a constant. 
There are grounds for expecting that c 1 and c2 

depend on k2 only weakly. We shall consider them 
to be constant. Then it follows immediately from 
Eqs. (7) and (8) that 

(9) 

The equality c2 = 0 means that the probabilities for 
K/-13 and Kes are in a definite ratio: W J..LS /W es 
= 0.6875. This results from the data given by 
Okun'4 (p. 473 ), since in our case f1 = f2, g = 2f 
(in the notation of the above-mentioned review), 
which is not in bad agreement with the experimen
tal value 0.765. 5 

Thus, 

<n IVai K> = [b/(mk- m~)l VZaK VZan (pK + Pn)a 

X (n I <J!nr<J!Kr \ K). (10) 

The last matrix element is of the same order of 
magnitude as the free-field matrix element. This 
is valid in the case when Krr scattering processes 
contribute insignificantly to this matrix element. 
Therefore Eq. (11) below is valid only approxi
mately. By making use of Eq. (10) one can find 
the probability for Kea decay. Comparing the re
sultant formula with the experimental value we 
obtain 

(11) 

2. LEPTONIC DECAY OF THE A PARTICLE 

The amplitude for this decay is 

T'1'GileYcx (1 +Y5) Uv [(piVcx[A) + (p[PcxfA)J. (12) 

On the basis of Eqs. (1) and (2) we have 

<PI kaPcx[A) =a VZaK <PI <J!KriA), (13a) 

(p[kaVa[A) = b~1?-aK Vza" (p[<J!nr<J!Kr[A); (13b) 

k =PA-p, (pI <J!Kr[A) = i (k2 + m7<)-1 gAuPy5uAL (k2) 

(14) 
Here gA is the strong interaction coupling constant, 
k is the A-nucleon momentum transfer, and L (k2 ) 

is the form factor of the vertex part. 
It follows from relativistic invariance consid

erations that 

(p IVa I A) =Up {Yafl + f2 (Ycxk- kycx) +fakcx} UA, 

(pI Pcx[ A)= Up {ycxhl + h2 (Yak- kya) + haka} Y5UA• (15) 

From here it follows that 

(pI kaY ex I A) = Up {flk + k2fa} UA, 

(p [kaPa I A)= Up {hlk + k2ha}r0UA. 

(16a) 

(16b) 

Making use of Eqs. (13a) and (14) and compar
ing them with Eq. (16b) for* k2 - 0, we obtain 

- h1 (mA + m) =a VzaK gAL (0)/mk, (17) 

whereas using Eq. (5) we obtain 

- h == 0,0375 gAL (O)ml(mA r· m). (18) 

The here obtained value of h1 agrees with the re
sults of Albright, 6 who made use of the dispersion 
technique of Goldberger and Treiman. 2 

If we assume g~/47T = 2.66 and L (0) r:::; 1, then 
-h1 = 0.1. 

Let us consider next the vector matrix element 

(pI kaVa [A) = b VZaK VZan (p \ <J!nr <J!xr\ A). 

The matrix element ( p I cp 1rr'P Kr I A) is connected 
with the process shown in the Figure. For small 
momentum transfers k it follows from invariance 
considerations that 

(p[<J!nrq:Kr/A) = ia(gAg/m)flpUA. (19) 

Making use of Eqs. (19) and (11) and comparing 
with Eq. (16a) we obtain 

(mA- m) f1 = b VZaK Vza" gA ga!m 

z 0.16 (m7< -· m~) gAga/m, 
whence 

I {1 I ().16 etg m7<- m~ mA + m 
h; z 0.0375 L (0) m2 mA- m 

(20) 

(21) 

An exact evaluation of a presents a difficult 
problem. It is necessary to remember that there 
are in fact two identical diagrams, one with the 
intermediate state K-1r0, the other with K01r+. In 
the second case the matrix element is twice as 
large. Therefore the Feynman integral of the dia
gram (see the figure) calculated in perturbation 
theory must be multiplied by 3. A perturbation 

*Generally speaking the quantity k2 is of the order of m~ 
(the pion mass) in the decay A -+ p + e- + v. For the form fac
tor of this decay, however, the characteristic mass is m~, and 
the ratio m~/m~ may be ignored so that the limit k2 -+ 0 can 
be taken. 
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theory calculation, the details of which will be 
left out, leads to the value a = 0.016. 

If we assume L ( 0) f':j 1, g2/ 47!" = 15, then we 
get f1 /h1 f':j 2. 76. For the product of the leptonic 
decay probability by the lifetime T of the A par
ticle we then obtain (ignoring the form factor h2 ) 

w A.'t' = 0.4·10-3 • 

The experimental value7 is approximately 1.3 x 10-3• 

At this time the experimental data on the decay 
A - p + e + v are most meager. The constant a 
also cannot be precisely calculated. However even 
in the roughest form of perturbation theory one ob
tains a not very large deviation from experiment. 

The result obtained here indicates that in the 
A leptonic decay the main contribution is most 
likely to come from the vector part of the interac
tion. This can be checked experimentally most 
conveniently by utilizing the fact that the A par
ticle is almost completely polarized; it then fol
lows that for the axial vector covariant a strong 

asymmetry of the electron emission with respect 
to the A spin direction should be observed, where
as for the vector covariant no such asymmetry 
should be seen (this is correct to the extent that 
the proton recoil may be ignored). 

In conclusion I express sincere gratitude to 
Ya. B. Zel'dovich for interest in the problem and 
to L. B. Okun' for interesting discussion. 
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